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BEACON TO BEACON GUIDES

FOILING DINGHY BOOK

GOLD COAST BOAT HIRE 0790

HILLMAN 31712

New edition from the new publisher of this comprehensive guide to Queensland’s coastal
waterways between Tweed Heads and Yeppoon. Similar to a street directory, this guide provides
easy to follow maps of South-East Queensland waterways and boat ramp locations. The maps
are based on information provided by
Maritime Safety Queensland and include
important information like rules and
regulations for boating and fishing
in South East Queensland.

This book, the first to be published on dinghy
foiling, explains how foils work and how to foil
in the International Moth, Waszp and F101.
Anyone who can sail a fast planing dinghy like
PB 128 pages
the Laser should be able to foil and this book
takes you through the skills and techniques
New
required. Alan Hillman has taught hundreds
of sailors to foil, including some of the top
names. Through this book his expertise is
available to everyone and there is no excuse not to get up on the foils and fly!

$36.95

TITLE

ENDEAVOUR: THE SHIP AND THE ATTITUDE
THAT CHANGED THE WORLD

$49.95

MOORE 2714

SB 200 pages

New

EDITION
SHANK: A RUTTER FOR ANCHORAGES
IN TASMANIA’S SOUTHWEST
JOHNSTON 77557
For anyone planning a cruise to the exposed south and west coast of Tasmania safety of those
on-board is paramount and you need to do a substantial amount of planning and research prior
to slipping your lines. The Shank provides detailed
sketches and superb aerial photography of some
great anchorages that people may not normally
consider. In the right weather conditions these
anchorages can now be more easily accessed and
will add to the already unique experience cruising
this magnificent coastline. Ian and Andrew have
crafted a ‘Rutter’ that captures the
absolute beauty of the rugged south
and west coast with The Shank.
This is an anchorage guide with a
difference and complements those
guides already available. A must
HB 187 pages
have for anyone considering cruising
New
from Recherche Bay to Port Davey
TITLE
and beyond to Macquarie Harbour.

$65.00

BOATBOOKSAUSTRALIA

No one has ever told Endeavour’s
complete story before. Peter Moore
sets out to explore the different lives
of this remarkable ship, from the
acorn that grew into the oak that
made her, to her rich and complex
legacy. According to Charles Darwin,
she helped Cook add a hemisphere
to the civilised world. NASA named a
space shuttle after her. To others she
would be a toxic symbol, responsible
for the dispossession of the oldest
continuous human society and the
disruption of many others.

$34.95
HB 432 pages

New

TITLE

THE COMPLETE SAILING MANUAL, 4TH EDITION
SLEIGHT 1861
An essential reference book for
sailing enthusiasts, now in its fourth
edition with a foreword by quadruple
Olympic gold medalist Ben Ainslie.
Learn the basics of sailing, master
navigation, and maintain your boat
Written by instructor and former
British national champion Steve
Sleight, this authoritative text
has clear, annotated diagrams and
photographs that answer questions
about any sailing situation with
thorough coverage of all aspects
of sailing and boat ownership.

FREE 1300 BOAT BOOKS

$49.95
HB 448 pages

New

EDITION
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CRUISING GUIDES
ANCHORAGE GUIDE:
CAIRNS TO DARWIN

100 MAGIC MILES
12TH EDITION

GREEK WATERS PILOT
– 13TH EDITION

COLFELT 6065

HEIKELL 3410

This is the 12 edition of this Whitsundays “bible” by David Colfelt,
revised in 2018, and undoubtedly the best cruising guide produced
covering the Whitsunday Islands and nearby mainland coast.
Each anchorage is extensively covered
with recommendations on where to anchor,
places to see and local features. This new
edition contains updates on marinas,
PB 256 pages
national parks, charter companies, wildlife
services and other areas associated with
tourism in the region.

This is the definitive cruising guide to the
coasts and islands of Greece. It covers the
entire area from the Ionian Islands to the Aegean, Rhodes and Crete
and includes details of over 450 harbours in a single volume. This
13th edition contains detailed updating of every part of the guide,
but in particular areas of the Ionian, Saronic and northern Greece,
visited by the authors since the last edition, have major revisions.

IMRAY CRUISING GUIDES CLASSICS

HEIKELL 5102

th

TEMPLETON & COOK 0230
This is a comprehensive guide to the anchorages along
the Queensland and Northern Territory coastline, starting
at Fitzroy Island off Cairns and finishing at the Daly River north
of Darwin. Incorporating satellite imagery,
clear descriptions and simple symbology;
this guide is focused on giving the reader
confidence as to which anchorages to
SB 160 pages
choose and where to position themselves
for the best nights sleep.

$59.95

VARIOUS

ROB’S PASSAGE PLANNER
STARKEY 7022
Now in its 4th Edition with an expanded scope and content,
this guide addresses the information challenge of sailing the
East Coast of Australia, from Lizard Island in North Queensland
to Hobart Tasmania. It is not a pilot; rather it complements
the many excellent pilots for this region
by bringing together information
such as State regulatory and safety
requirements, weather sources and trends,
PB 124 pages
communications, seamanship information,
incident management and health care.

$59.95

CRUISING THE CORAL COAST
LUCAS 2110
Cruising the Coral Coast has long been
considered the bible for cruising the
Queensland coast. This ninth edition
comprehensively covers the Queensland
coast in eight Coastal Notes sections from
Point Danger to Cape York, with new sections
on the Gulf, NT Coast and Coral Sea reefs in
detail with text, maps, photos, interesting facts,
and historical information. An additional 50 pages
includes updates, new maps and photos.

$79.95
PB 390 pages

$79.95
PB 354 pages

ALAN LUCAS BUNDLE: CORAL
& NSW COASTS + OFF WATCH
LUCAS 2113

$140.00
Special

NOEL PATRICK’S CURTIS COAST
NOEL PATRICK 2155
From Bundaberg to Mackay, Noel Patrick’s
Curtis Coast covers 285 miles of tropical
Queensland coastline. Detailed maps of 120
coastal islands, hundreds of photographs,
200 anchorages, 30 rivers and streams.

MEDITERRANEAN
ALMANAC 2019-20
The essential companion and general
handbook for the Mediterranean, the Imray
Mediterranean Almanac 2018/19 is published
in full colour. All the harbour plans appear in
the familiar Imray livery which adds clarity
to their use. There are the usual detailed
revisions throughout this edition,
plus many new harbour plans.

$74.95
PB 288 pages

BOATBOOKSAUSTRALIA

Fully revised. There are few
more beautiful cities in the world that it
is possible to sail into the heart of, but that
is what the authors were able to do in
Istanbul while researching this, the tenth
edition. Their research also took them
south as far as Goecek and to Cyprus.

MEDITERRANEAN
FRANCE & CORSICA

HEIKELL 4150

$69.95
PB 448 pages

New

EDITION

$105.00
HB 412 pages

New

EDITION

$99.00
HB 568 pages

$105.00
HB 370 pages

$49.95
PB 260 pages

Ionian covers the coasts and islands south
from Corfu and has been extended for
this eighth edition southwards to Finakounda and eastwards to
Mesolongion. It has been fully revised with new and updated plans
and photographs and major changes have been made to the layout
to improve its use as a practical guide.

ADRIATIC PILOT
7TH EDITION
THOMPSON 0060

$95.00
HB 491 pages

This is the standard guide to Croatia and
the neighbouring countries of Slovenia,
Montenegro and Albania which is now celebrating 20 years of
publication. It also provides coverage of the eastern coast of Italy
and is the only guide to the Venice Lagoon and harbours adjacent to
Istria. At present, this is the only book that covers the entire Adriatic
region in a single volume. Trevor and Dinah Thompson’s thoroughlyresearched work provides all the essential navigational information
for yachtsmen visiting the area.

MEDITERRANEAN SPAIN

777 HARBOURS
AND ANCHORAGES:
EASTERN ADRIATIC

PICKARD 51045

BESTANDIG 1981

This is the only detailed pilot for the Spanish Mediterranean coast
running up from Gibraltar to the border with France. It covers a
varied cruising area that includes the mountain-backed Costas
del and Sol and Blanca, the expansive lagoon of the Mar Menor,
the low lying Ebro delta and the rugged Costa Brava. In between
are several great cities including Malaga, Valencia, Tarragona and
Barcelona, the Catalan capital. The volume opens with Gibraltar and
La Línea. With Imray
charts for the same
coast Mediterranean
Spain provides all
the data necessary
for anyone based in
Spain, transitting to
and from areas further
East or the Balearics,
or just exploring this
HB 400 pages
rich and varied coast
and its hinterland.

New edition updated in 2016. A guide to
harbours & anchorages of the Eastern Adriatic including Slovenia,
Croatia, Montenegro and Albania with 804 maps, 111 charts and
notes on the local weather and marine environment.

$99.00

FREE 1300 BOAT BOOKS

777 HARBOURS
AND ANCHORAGES:
SARDINIA
& CORSICA

$105.00
PB 288 pages

$105.00
PB 293 pages

75055
1st English language edition 2017 Produced by the same
company as the hugely popular 777 Harbours and Anchorages
Croatia. 777 Harbours and Anchorages Sardinia and Corsica is
an authoritative and comprehensive guide to ports, harbours,
moorings and anchorages, complete with detailed plans and
charts. It has extensive coverage of anchorages with descriptions
and information, including land based itineraries and
recommendations for activities and services. Also has
an ‘infoline’ offering free help and advice during your trip.
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KARLIC 0058
Anyone who has at least once hired a sailboat, catamaran or motor
boat in Croatia, knows how important it is to find the right cove or
bay for anchoring and mooring. Sailors and Navigation experts enjoy
the sailing on the Adriatic and prefer anchorages with small hidden
and protected bays , where it can be enjoyed in and peace and
an unspoiled nature. The nicest feeling is when you find
a new anchorage by yourself, but for many
charterer is much easier to know everything
about the anchorage in advance. Whether
you cruising in Istria, Kvarner or Dalmatia,
PB 160 pages
you will certainly find some interesting
anchorage with descriptions, photos
and recommendation of what
you can see in the vicinity.

$59.95

This is a comprehensive companion to the
long coastline that ranges from Spain and the
edge of the Pyrenees to the Alpes Maritimes and Italy. It covers the
flat country of Languedoc-Roussillon, the coast of the Golfe du Lion,
the Rhône delta and the Camargue, the industrial Golfe de Fos, the
Côte d’Azur and the French Riviera and Monaco. The island of Corsica
and the waterways that run behind the coast linking the Canal du
Midi and the étangs to the Rhône are covered in separate chapters.
In this fifth edition there are new and updated plans, photographs
and sections on routes.

IONIAN GUIDE
9TH EDITION

HEIKELL 5095

HEIKELL 8955

LUCAS 2115

A bundle that includes the famous Alan
Lucas Cruising Guides covering the East
Coast of Australia plus Off Watch, his book
of sailing ditties and trivia collected over
the years. Includes Cruising the Coral coast
(2110); Cruising the NSW Coast (2115),
Off Watch (59915).

The Imray publishing house in partnership with authors and cruisers
Rod and Lucinda Heikell, RCCPF and others produce some of the
best cruising guides particularly for the Mediterranean and
European waters. Short-listed below are some of the best-sellers.
There are also guides available for the Atlantic Coast, UK waters,
North and Baltic Seas, Inland Waterways, the Caribbean,
SE Asia, Indian Ocean and South Pacific.

TURKISH WATERS & CYPRUS
PILOT: A YACHTSMAN’S GUIDE
TO THE MEDITERRANEAN AND
BLACK SEA COASTS OF TURKEY
WITH THE ISLAND OF CYPRUS

CRUISING THE NSW COAST
This sixth edition of Cruising the NSW Coast
comprehensively covers the NSW coast
from Gabo Island to Tweed Heads, as well
as navigable sections of coastal rivers and
lakes in detail, including significant detail
of Sydney waterways: Port Jackson, Broken
Bay and Port Hacking. Lord Howe and Norfolk
Islands are also covered.

$94.95

BEST ADRIATIC ANCHORAGES

1300 MAPS OF THE
CROATIAN ADRIATIC
MORE MAGAZIN 8667
In this guide you will find updated maps include the latest build of
all the Croatian harbours, marinas, village harbours and piers, quays
and bays which are sailing destinations, where you can moor or
anchor for the night. The texts accompanying the maps describe
the main characteristics of the mooring
or anchorage, the most frequent winds,
the type of sea bed, orientation points
and warnings. We have included two short
PB 329 pages
supplements showing maps of the most
important marinas and quays on the
Slovenian and Montenegrin coasts.

$85.00

WORLD CRUISING
DESTINATIONS
CORNELL 9759
Ideal for planners and dreamers as well
as those on extended cruises, this is the
essential one-stop reference guide. This
second edition has been extensively
revised to bring it up to date with changes
to formalities and facilities around the
world in the past few years.

$90.00
New

EDITION

WORLD VOYAGE PLANNER
CORNELL 9785
This is a comprehensive guide for planning
a voyage from anywhere in the world to
anywhere in the world. The fully revised
and updated second edition deals with
all the elements that would ensure a
successful voyage, by providing practical
advice for would-be voyagers on planning
a safe and enjoyable trip.

$89.95
New

EDITION

CRUISING

FISHING

SHAKEDOWN CRUISE

COMPLETE BOOK
OF FISHING KNOTS

CALDER 77587
An adventure story and a colourful Caribbean
travelog in one, Shakedown Cruise is a
must-read for all who are curious about
what it takes to become a cruising sailor
or create an adventurous life, as well as
those who are just looking to sail along
with Calder and his family.

CLASSON 1814

$39.95
HB 188 pages

New

TITLE

SAIL AWAY – HOW TO
ESCAPE THE RAT RACE
AND LIVE THE DREAM

$49.95
PB 296 pages

New

EDITION

EMMETT 8880

$34.95
PB 96 pages

New

TITLE

MEHAFFY 20615
This is a boaters’ companion designed to aid resident and visiting
boaters alike in their enjoyment of the Islands. The first section
offers a brief look at the geological, historical, and political history
of the Islands, as well as information on weather, boat equipment,
provisions, medical supplies, and passagemaking. The second section, includes the
viable anchorages and marinas in the
Islands grouped by island. The entry for
PB 336 pages
each destination includes background
about the area, a few suggestions about
New
EDITION
what you can see and do there, directions
on getting to the destination, and
suggestions for anchoring
or mooring there.

$99.00

CLARK 1980

$39.95
PB 96 pages

New

TITLE

BOATBOOKSAUSTRALIA

FREE 1300 BOAT BOOKS

New

TITLE

How to catch Australia’s Favourite Fish is
a book designed to get anglers out on the
water and catching fish. It provides both the
technical information required to turn an
individual into a competent angler and the
inspiration for that person to get out on the
water and catch a fish or two. If you know
how to fish then reading this book will help
you to improve your skills.

$29.95
PB 144 pages

New

EDITION

This is the most comprehensive book on Australian fishing lures
available. The experts at Freshwater Fishing Australia and Sport
Fishing Australia magazine have created the ultimate guide
to fishing lures yet produced.The detailed information on
lures covers what
is available on the
Australian market
– in each table it
details size, colours,
construction, style
of lure and an
indication of cost.
PB 144 pages
Choosing the right
New
lure has never
TITLE
been easier!

$29.95

$34.95
PB 128 pages

New

TITLE

COMPLETE BOOK OF BAITS
AND RIGS 2 : SALTWATER
& FRESHWATER
AFN 18113

TACTICS TO WIN
Unless you have unbeatable boatspeed,
tactics are vital to winning sailboat races.
Multi-champion, Nick Craig, shows you how to
develop a strategy and what tactics to adopt
on every leg and at every mark of the course.

PB 24 pages

CLASSON & WILSON 18575

TACTICS MADE SIMPLE

CRAIG 8564

$4.95

COMPLETE KNOTS RIGS
AND LURE ENCYCLOPEDIA

CREWING TO WIN

Boatspeed is not enough – a good
understanding of tactics is crucial if you
want to win races. Sailboat racing is often
described as chess on water, there are
so many tactical moves open to you. This
book explains simply, through hundreds of
diagrams, what tactics you can apply around
the race track. Individual boats in each
scenario are given names so that you can
easily understand what they are doing.

Superbly illustrated by Trevor Hawkins,
this book shows the knots that are easy
to follow making it simple to master the
technique to tying dependable fishing knots.
Every budding angler will find something
in this comprehensive book. IF YOUR KNOT
HOLDS – YOU’LL CATCH THE FISH!

AFN 39433

EMMETT 8562

CRUISING GUIDE TO THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

New

TITLE

HOW TO CATCH AUSTRALIA’S
FAVOURITE FISH

TRAINING TO WIN

In this book, Olympic gold medallist crew,
Saskia Clark, describes all that is needed to
become a top-rate crew, or just be a better
crew at whatever level you want to compete
at. Packed with photographs this is the
ultimate book for crews whether they be
trying to win a championship or just wanting
to sail at their local club. If your helm
doesn’t buy it for you, treat yourself!

PB 80 pages

CLASSON 5173

RACING

The book will enable coaches to deliver
better, more focussed, training sessions,
but it will also help sailors who don’t have
the benefit of a coach to practise and
improve their sailing skills. The exercises
are marked as to whether they are suitable
for solo boats, groups of boats or those
with a coach boat.

$16.95

MINI BOOK OF FISHING

RODRIGUEZ 7236
Author Nicola Rodriguez dared to dream
the impossible—seeing the world with her
family of four. With careful planning her
dream came true, allowing her to travel by
yacht while raising her family. Now in a new
edition, includes only tried and tested advice
based on the author’s own experience as
well as many others she met in her travels.

The Fishing Show – screening weekly
on the 7 Network and in this book outline
all the knots anglers will need to catch a
fish. Together they have put together every
knot that a budding angler is likely to need.
This book caters for everyone from the
beginner to an expert and has everything
in it – from the basic knots through to
some of the more advanced.

$34.95
PB 96 pages

New

EDITION

Over 36 fresh and salt water baits
and rigs explained in detail. Full
coloured and easily followed rigging
illustrations and photographs. Concise
text about each bait, where to find
it, how to collect and store it, and
how to rig and use it, to catch our
most popular salt and fresh water
recreational fish species.

$16.95
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PB 64 pages

New

TITLE

SUPERDOCIOUS

S TORIES
BLUE WATER WARRIORS
HARRIS 0921
Blue Water Warriors
tells the story of
the early Sydney to
Hobart yacht races.
Drawing on log books
PB 272 pages
and memories of
the navigator on a
New
legendary competing
TITLE
yacht, a living part of
Australia’s maritime
history. The Mistral II’s crew encountered dangers and hazards
not generally faced by today’s competitors, without life rafts,
radios and no propeller that was deliberately removed. At one
point there were death-defying moments where Mistral II came
terrifying close to being smashed against the tremendous
cliffs of Tasman Island. Blue Water Warriors chronicles the
fierce rivalry between Mistral II and Morna, at that time the
most famous yachts in Australia, and tells of more relaxed
times on the return voyages to Sydney.

$34.95

FINDING PAX: ONE WOMAN’S
JOURNEY FOR THE LOVE
OF HER WOODEN BOAT
CRONKHITE 29985
In 1936, on the island Denmark where the
oldest oak tree in Europe grows, a lone
boat builder nicknamed the perfectionist
crafted a boat with his hands. 70 years
PB 199 pages
later in Port Townsend, Washington just
minutes after a near catastrophe was
New
TITLE
averted in the marina outside her office
window a woman opened an email. A
Danish spidsgatter named Pax was for
sale in Victoria, British Columbia. Around-the-world sailor, writer,
and traveller Kaci Cronkhite knew better than to buy a wooden
boat. But in 2007 smitten by the buxom curves of Pax and
inspired by a life in the wind she did. The mystery of the journey
that brought the two together became a quest that connected
families in three countries with history that had been lost.
What Kaci didn’t know – what no one knew -was where and how
far Pax had journeyed, what she survived those seven decades
and what those who loved her would always remember.

$29.95

RUNNING FREE
KNOX-JOHNSTON 71522

$29.95

PB 416 pages
Sir Robin Knox-Johnston burst to fame
when he became the first man ever to
New
complete a single-handed, non-stop
TITLE
circumnavigation of the world. Now, 50
years on from that famous voyage, he
reveals the true, extraordinary story of his life. Knox-Johnston’s
insatiable appetite for life and adventure shines through these
pages, making this book a must for all sailing enthusiasts.

LEFT FOR DEAD
WARD 45911
It had been Nick Ward’s childhood ambition to sail in the
Fastnet Race, and being asked to join the
crew of the 30-foot yacht Grimalkin was
a dream come true. But then the storm
hit. Grimalkin was capsized again and
again. With the skipper lost overboard,
PB 296 pages
after hours of struggle three of the crew
decided to abandon the boat for the
New
TITLE
liferaft. Nick and another crewmember,
both unconscious, were left on the
beleaguered yacht in the middle of
the Irish Sea. Both were presumed dead.
Gerry died a few hours later, and Nick
was left to face the storm alone.

$22.95

BOATBOOKSAUSTRALIA

DESIGN, BUILDING
AND MAINTENANCE

SEAMANSHIP

PATTISSON 84181
Rodney Pattisson MBE, the three-time
Olympic medallist and multi-world
champion, is an iconic figure within
the sailing world. A world champion
HB 192 pages
in dinghies, multihulls and offshore,
he has set race and speed records and
with Lawrie Smith led Britain ‘s challenge
for the America ‘s Cup in 1983. They were beaten in the finals by
Alan Bond ‘s eventual winner, Australia II. A perfectionist when it
comes to preparation, and passionate about speed on the water,
Rodney ‘s successes stem from a selfless focus on the end goal,
a ruthless desire to win and an unquenchable thirst to succeed
in everything he does.

SHORT-HANDED SAILING

TRIAL OF STRENGTH

YACHTING: START TO FINISH

$39.95

$39.95
HB 264 pages

New

TITLE

TWO OLD FARMERS GO TO SEA
MCMUTRIE 89897
What began as the casual thought,
that buying a yacht would be a good
way to begin our retirement, turned into
a six-year odyssey for a couple that
had spent their entire life inland.
The learning curve was extreme, as were
the places we visited, the people we met
and the adventures we had.

$29.95
PB 190 pages

New

TITLE

$34.95
PB 163 pages

New

TITLE

$39.95
PB 208 pages

New

EDITION

MOTORBOATING:
START TO FINISH
Whether it’s a rigid inflatable boat (RIB),
fishing boat, motor cruiser, or sports boat,
this is the ultimate guide to selecting,
maintaining, and navigating one–with
tips on boat parts and safety at sea.

$29.95
PB 192 pages

New

TITLE

REEDS LIGHTS, SHAPES
AND BUOYAGE HANDBOOK

Valerie and Geoffrey buy their boat which
they christen “de Villehardouin” and
set off on the Canal du Midi, drawing
and writing about their journey as they
PB 284 pages
meander along the two hundred year
old canal. They revel in the slow pace as
New
they enter a world of welcoming ports,
TITLE
canalside markets, ancient sites and
chateaux, delicate wildflowers and, in the
Camargue, medieval jousting and pink flamingos. The various
regional cuisines introduce them to gastronomic delights and
memorable wines.

$29.95

KEEP ON SAILING THE WINE
– DARK SEA
RAKOCZY 43815
Today’s fast-changing, globalised world is challenging
thousands of years of received wisdom and ideas about
Western society. The idea of Ancient Greece as being the cradle
of civilisation is increasingly being called into question, not only
by archaeological findings, but also by younger generations.
As the author and her husband planned a series of sailing trips
around the eastern
Mediterranean, their
children’s question
“Why Greece?”
inspired the author
to investigate why
Ancient Greece
PB 314 pages
is so important –
or indeed whether
New
it is really still
TITLE
important at all.

It’s easy to confuse (or forget) what
particular lights, marks and shapes mean
– especially under stress or in the dark –
but with this handy book, help is quickly
at hand. Laid out simply & clearly for quick
accessibility, it enables crew, navigators,
skippers and even casual day guests
aboard to quickly identify the lights, marks
and shapes being displayed by other ships
at night as well as during the day.

$19.95
PB 128 pages

New

TITLE

Seeing is understanding! With over 300 illustrations,
this book explains everything you need to know to maintain
a marine diesel system, winterise the diesel system, protect
from heat and humidity, and summarise to ensure reliable
and trouble-free service. - step-by-step instructions in
clear, simple drawings - explains the complete system fuel, lubrication, cooling, breathing, electrical, running
gear (shaft, stuffing
box, propeller) lists all necessary
tools and supplies
to get each task
done - covers
sailboats,
motorboats and
narrowboats indirect and direct
cooled diesel
engines - saildrives
PB 224 pages
- maintenance, layup, recommission.

$21.95

L. FRANCIS HERRESHOFF THE
FLOWERING OF GENIUS (VOL 2)
TAYLOR 44616
L. FRANCIS HERRESHOFF (1890-1972) was
the most remarkable yacht designer
of his time. Beginning his career in the
shadow of his famous father, Nathanael
G. Herreshoff, he emerged to become a
designer who approached the perfection
of form in yacht design and was widely
known for his unconventional designs and
innovative engineering of hull and rig.

$150.00
New

TITLE

L. FRANCIS HERRESHOFF –
YACHT DESIGNER (VOL 1)
TAYLOR 44615
Francis Herreshoff lived from 1890 to
1972., He designed yachts that will always
be considered classics. Beginning his
career in the shadow of his famous father,
Nathanael G. Herreshoff, he emerged to
become a designer who would come close to the perfection
of form in yacht design. It is a purpose of this book to allow
that possibility by presenting evidence of Francis Herreshoff’s
genius for public judgment.

$135.00

ADRIATIC WEATHER
VUCETIC 0062
Adriatic Weather, subtitled Meteorology
for sailors, is intended to become an
essential part of your ship or yacht’s
PB 172 pages
library when sailing the Adriatic, and
to be meteorological guide for crews
and skippers. In it, you will find all the
information you need about Adriatic winds, the dangers
presented by storms and thunderstorms, local weather signs
and the collective folk wisdom of the ages about the weather.
You will discover the specific weather conditions in different
parts of Adriatic, learn how to read meteorological charts,
understand weather forecasts and surf meteorology
websites, all to ensure a calm, safe sailing trip.

$85.00

PLANS & DREAMS VOL 2:
20 READY-TO-BUILD
BOAT DESIGNS
GARTSIDE 64372
Volume II of Plans & Dreams contains complete building
plans for 20 small boats. They were first published together
with the accompanying essays in the British magazine Water
Craft. All the designs are professional plans, drawn with
the amateur builder in mind.

GANDY 0372

$89.95
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HB 985 pages

Subtitled 23 Ready-to-Build Boat Designs
this exceptionally handsome book
features designs from Paul Gartside which
have appeared in the British magazine
Water Craft. The book is more than a stack
of study plans… it includes “essays and
advice” as they point out on the front cover.
So it’s an enjoyable read as well as informative.

$125.00
PB 200 pages

New

TITLE

In an extensive career Ian Hugh Smith has
built over 80 boats and taught hundreds
of first-timers the skills they need to
build their own boats through the Sydney
Wooden Boat School. A series of manuals
on different methods of construction grew
out of the different courses in the School,
and now in retirement Ian has combined
these manuals into one edition as well
as adding some new work.

Small Boats annual is a compilation, a
“best of” the fabulous on-line publication
Small Boats Monthly. A visual feast for
those that love small wooden boats and
the craft of building them.

Already anchored in the Australian market place, King Pin Pegs
are an outdoor essential accessory for boats, caravans,
balconies and pool fences.

G505
Designed to fit a 33mm rail.
Comes as a pack of 10.

$49.00
PB 220 pages

New

TITLE

$20.00

JUMBO PEGS

DOUBLE SPRING,
DOUBLE STRENGTH
G500
Designed to fit a 33mm rail.
Comes as a pack of 5.

VHF MARINE RADIO STICKER
9225
VHF Marine Radio with VHF Marine Radio Channels, MAYDAY
Distress Call script, Log on Procedures and Phonetic Alphabet.

2019 SMALL
BOAT MAGAZINE
SMALL BOATS MONTHLY 8081

KEEP YOUR BOAT NEAT AND
TIDY WITH THESE SUPER
STRONG PLASTIC PEGS.

KING PIN PEGS

HUGH SMITH 9653

$19.95
$19.95

New

EDITION

TASMANIAN PINERS’ PUNTS:
THEIR HISTORY AND DESIGN
BROXAM 8600
Tasmanian Piners’ Punts is the
culmination of more than twenty years of
research by members of the Wooden Boat
Guild of Tasmania. Building on the work
PB 116 pages
of earlier researchers, Tasmanian PIners’
New
Punts sets out the current thinking on the
TITLE
origins, design and use of the piners’ punt
since its probable inception on the Huon
River in the 1840s and introduction to the West Coast
Rivers in the later decades of the nineteenth century.

THIS NEW PRODUCT IS A PERFECT
GIFT OR MUST HAVE ON YOUR BOAT.

CRAFT OF SAIL

G020

$24.95

ADKINS 1965
Line drawings and a supporting
text introduce potential seafarers
to the equipment, skills, and
maneuvers of sailing.

$34.95
PB 64 pages

New

TITLE

COFFEE TABLE

BOAT DEODORISERS
NEW KINGPIN
BAMBOO CHARCOAL
DEODORISING ECOPACK
SMALL - 15CM
LARGE - 20CM
G022
Naturally removes odours and moisture and prevent mildew
using activated bamboo charcoal. Eco friendly with no chemicals,
scents or disposable sachets. Easily re-activated by leaving
in direct sunlight for 1 hour.
- Naturally removes odours and moisture.

THE KEPPEL ISLES

- Pure linen cover with button access.

MIDDLETON 43847

- Activated Bamboo Charcoal inner sachet.

Take a journey around the Keppel Isles! You will be totally
captivated when you explore these magnificent island off
the east coast of Australia’s most northern state: Queensland.

- F ragrance free, non
toxic, eco friendly.
- P assive action to
absorb moisture & odours.
- Rejuvenate in sunlight.

$39.95
PB 170 pages

New

TITLE

BOATBOOKSAUSTRALIA

PB 217 pages

WOODEN BOATBUILDING

Award winning
photographer and
cinematographer
Mike Middleton
has had a keen
interest in
sailing since his
schooldays.

AUSTRALIAN BOATING MANUAL
In it’s 5th Edition (2015) of the
comprehensive text book used for
Coxswains, MED1 and Masters training
at TAFE colleges. Includes questions
& answers. A useful reference book
for any boat.

ACC E SS ORI E S

GARTSIDE 6437

$115.00

BERWICK 4917

JOLLANDS 69145

HELPS 9269

FREE 1300 BOAT BOOKS

This is a complete reference for every
level of sailor whether you are a beginner
and need a straightforward, easy-tounderstand guide or are taking your
sailing to the next level and looking
for the professional tips and tricks
that will get you sailing faster, better,
safer and having more fun.

PICKTHALL 53885

THE VOYAGES OF
DE VILLEHARDOUIN

$29.95

In this heavily illustrated book Alastair
Buchan passes on the lessons of his
hard-won experience gained shortand single-handed sailing in coastal,
offshore and ocean waters. It will show
you everything you need to know about
handling a boat alone or short-handed,
from choosing a suitable craft to passage
planning, manoeuvring, sleep management
and watch keeping.

PICKTHALL 9893

RIDDELL 88967
The world’s subantarctic islands circle the
lower part of the globe below New Zealand,
Australia, Africa and South America in
the ‘Roaring Forties’ and ‘Furious Fifties’
latitudes. They are filled with unique
plants and wildlife, constantly buffeted
by lashing rain and furious gales, and
surrounded by a vast, powerful ocean.

MARINE DIESEL BASICS

BUCHAN 7957

PLANS & DREAMS VOL 1

FREE 1300 BOAT BOOKS

$25.00 $29.95
Small - 15cm

Large - 20cm

BOATBOOKS@BOATBOOKS-AUST.COM.AU

REGISTER AND ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.BOATBOOKS-AUST.COM.AU

H IS TO RY
SOUTH: THE ILLUSTRATED
STORY OF SHACKLETON’S
LAST EXPEDITION 1914-1917
SHACKLETON 81775
Now in paperback to
coincide with the 100th
PB 381 pages
anniversary of the original
publication and including
New
images discovered
TITLE
in Antarctica in 2013! In
1914, the polar explorer
Ernest Shackleton
announced an ambitious
plan to lead the first trek
across Antarctica via the South Pole. The expedition would prove
fraught with adventure – and peril. South is the remarkable tale
of the ill-fated expedition, told in Shackleton’s own words.

$35.00

FRANK HURLEY: A
PHOTOGRAPHER’S LIFE
MCGREGOR 3188
Photographer,
filmmaker, writer,
adventurer.
Controversial,
passionate, audacious.
Frank Hurley was
PB 468 pages
an extraordinary
Australian, possibly
New
most famous for his
TITLE
Antarctic photographs
captured alongside
expeditioners Sir Douglas Mawson and Sir Ernest Shackleton.
This book and the Hurley Collection in the National Library of
Australia make clear this outstanding contribution and the
lengths to which the man would go
in order to convey the gravity of events.

$39.95

EXPLORING THE BRITANNIC: THE
LIFE, LAST VOYAGE AND WRECK
OF TITANIC’S TRAGIC TWIN
MILLS 27985

THE HARBOUR: THE HISTORY OF
BINALONG BAY AND HUMBUG
POINT, NORTH-EAST TASMANIA

RIVER & COASTAL VESSELS
TRADING OUT OF HOBART

RICHARDSON
36075

This is the history of all of the river
steamers and motor vessels that operated
out of/were based at Hobart and it
HB 384 pages
encompasses around 152 odd vessels,
some that don’t have much documented
New
available data. There is also the story of
TITLE
the gradual evolution of Hobart Harbour,
factual account of ferry operations during
the Tasman Bridge rebuilding period and Delivery Run, a day-byday log of bringing what became Emmalisa to Hobart from NSW.

Richardson has
combined his deep
knowledge of the
area with meticulous
attention to detail and
his superb professional
photography to
produce this definitive
regional history.

$70.00

$57.00
HB 226 pages

New

TITLE

SHIPWRECKS OF THE P&O LINE

TASMANIA’S
FORGOTTEN FRONTIER

WARWICK AND ROUSSEL 79777

BESWICK 85983
Five years before the
well documented
settlement of the
Derwent estuary,
sealers established
semi-permanent
settlements on the
islands off the North
PB 248 pages
East Coast and began
an industry that was
New
to have far reaching
TITLE
consequences.
Forgotten Frontier also
tells the story of the settlers who braved the remoteness on this
remote region to establish long term grazing ventures.

$44.95

GUARDIANS OF THE PORT:
HOBART’S COLONIAL PILOTS
SMYTHE 34165
Colonial pilots were important members of the often
isolated communities, with hospitality and assistance being
both expected and offered. Their story is also that of the
development
of the port and
its shipping,
the social
life of the
time and the
changing form
PB 266 pages
of shipping
that arrived
New
TITLE
and goods
that left.

$49.95

Launched in 1914, two years after
the ill-fated voyage of her sister
ship, RMS Titanic, the Britannic
was intended to be superior to her
tragic twin in every way. But war
intervened and in 1915 she was
requisitioned as a hospital ship.
Just one year later, while on her
way to collect troops wounded in
the Balkans campaign, she fell
victim to a mine laid by a German
U-boat and tragically sank in the
middle of the Aegean Sea.

$49.95
PB 272 pages

New

TITLE

EMPIRE OF THE WINDS:
THE GLOBAL ROLE OF ASIA’S
GREAT ARCHIPELAGO
BOWRING 26795
In this book, Philip Bowring provides a history of the world’s
largest and most
important archipelago
and its adjacent coasts.
He tells the story of
the peoples and lands
located at this crucial
HB 336 pages
maritime and cultural
crossroads, from its
New
birth following the last
TITLE
Ice Age to today.

$50.00

BOATBOOKSAUSTRALIA

70064

SHIPWRECKS OF
THE CUNARD LINE
WARWICK AND ROUSSEL 79775
Providing a unique history and record of the final
underwater resting places of ships of the Cunard Line,
whose rich history spans nearly two centuries, this book
charts the period from 1843-1974. The authors include
a detailed history of each vessel leading up to the time
of its loss, including Ascania, Alaunia, Aurania, Campania,
Lusitania, Malta, Oregon, Scotia, and Carpathia, famous
for rescuing the
survivors from
the Titanic.

The rich
history of
the P&O Line
began in the
1830s when
HB 180 pages
steam power
was still in
New
its infancy,
TITLE
and this,
coupled with
longer voyages, meant that shipwrecks became inevitable – all
part of the risk of running a pioneer shipping company at that
time. Shipwrecks of the P&O Line explores these losses, starting
with the inaugural mail service sailing of the wooden paddle
steamer Don Juan, which ran aground in fog in 1837, and ending
120 years later with the cargo liner Shillong (2), which sank
following a collision in the Red Sea in 1957.

$60.00

PB 167 pages

An at-a-glance guide to the clouds for
anyone taking part in outdoor activities
on land or at sea, anywhere in the world.
PB 128 pages
This book is an accessible and practical
handbook for predicting the weather by
New
TITLE
recognizing cloud types, shapes, color,
and behavior. But to get an idea of how the
weather will develop for the precise spot where you’re standing
(or walking, sailing, golfing, fishing, etc) you don’t need any
equipment or any in-depth scientific understanding. You just
need to look up. With this book in hand, you will get a broad
understanding of why the clouds are symptoms of weather
patterns, not causes.

Aus charts are official paper nautical
charts published by the Australian
Hydrographic Office (AHO), Australia’s
national charting authority.
Aus charts allow:

$19.95

THE SAILING BIBLE –
2ND EDITION
EVAN, MANLEY, SMITH 73015

$49.95

This is the complete, hands-on manual
HB 400 pages
packed with detailed step-by-step
diagrams, lively action photos, and helpful
New
advice on getting the most out of your
EDITION
sailing at whatever level. Whether you are
a dinghy or yacht sailor just learning the
basics or wanting tips on sailing with the best, this is the
book that will give you all the answers you are looking for.
This second edition has been revised throughout and brought
completely up-to-date, including new techniques and new
approaches to navigation, first aid and berthing.

CORNELL 89885

This book
charts the
history of
the British
shipping
HB 191 pages
company,
the UnionNew
Castle Line.
TITLE
Carrying mail,
passengers
and cargo between the UK and South Africa, the line began in
the middle of the 19th century and ran until its demise in 1977, a
victim of emerging competition from jet aircraft, increasing fuel
costs and containerization of cargo. This volume investigates
the requisition and use of the company vessels for military
transportation, identifying the war losses in both World Wars,
and includes a review of Union-Castle shipwrecks and some
examples of wrecks that have been dived.

200,000 Miles deals with all essential
aspects of offshore voyaging and long
distance cruising. Every subject is dealt
with in an informative and entertaining
PB 600 pages
manner, backed up by telling incidents or
anecdotes from the author’s wide-ranging
experience. While primarily aimed at sailors
who are planning or making preparations for a
longer voyage, this book will also appeal to tested ocean
navigators as well as weekend sailors. Approximately two thirds
of the book deals with practical matters and covers all subjects
of interest to anyone planning to leave on an offshore voyage.
The other third of the book describes highlights from the
author’s circumnavigations as well as voyages to Antarctica,
a transpacific passage from Antarctica to Alaska,
or the challenges of the Northwest Passage.

BINOCULARS -GERBER
NAUTICA WITH COMPASS
WATER PROOF 7×50
N106
- Marine grade binocular with inbuilt digital compass.
- Floating, Individual
Focusing, Porro Prism

$69.95

Coverage includes Australian, Papua New Guinea, Timor
Leste and Australian Antarctic Territory waters and now the
Solomon Islands waters published as ‘SLB’ charts. For details,
visit our ‘online catalogue’ or refer to our paper index charts,
Aus 5000, Aus 5001.
We also carry the full range of British Admiralty
and New Zealand charts to cover the world.

INCLUDING THE WORLD’S FIRST
PHOTOCHROMIC BI FOCAL LENS.
ALL PAIRS OF BZ PHO EYEWEAR FEATURE:
- Lightweight flexible frame with dual moulded non slip temples.
- Adjustable non slip nose piece for comfort and fit making
them ideal for a wide range of face shapes and sizes.
- Small clips which make changing lenses effortless.
- All pairs supplied with a hard case and micro
fibre cleaning cloth.

BZ OPTICS PHO MIRROR LENS
SUNMIR
Blue Mirror Cat3 with a heightened definition
lens. This Lens is available in two shades
a Blue Mirror or a Fire Mirror.

$89.95

DIGITAL CHARTS
Boat Books Australia is an authorised distributor for the
Australian Hydrographic Service (AusENC) and the United
Kingdom Hydrographic Office (AVCS) Admiralty Vector Chart
Service giving World Wide coverage of Official Electronic
Navigational Charts (ENC).
AusENC are official vector Australian Electronic Navigational
Charts (ENC) published by the AHS, Australia’s national charting
authority. They provide coverage of Australian and Papua New
Guinea waters. Benefits and functionality include:
- Enabling vessels to navigate using real-time GPS positions
displayed directly on the ENC.
- Look-ahead functions which enable dangers or hazards to
be identified automatically and warnings and alarms raised.
- Recreational vessels to sail both inshore and offshore.
- Vessels navigating in Australia on an IMO compliant ECDIS,
to meet SOLAS Chapter V regulations covering the carriage
of electronic charts and ECDIS. Further details at Australian
Maritime Safety Authority.
- Commercial vessels 12 metres or more in length and
engaged in Australian domestic operations, to meet
the National Standards for Commercial Vessels (NSCV)
when used in IMO compliant ECDIS or NSCV compliant ECS.

BZ OPTICS PHO
PHOTOCHROMIC LENS WHITE/PINK/GRAPHITE FRAMES
SUNPHW/SUNPHP/SUNPHG
Lens will change from Clear Cat0 pre-dawn or low light to Dark
Cat3 as the sun intensifies and the UV increases. This is now
available in two lens as well, a Clear Photochromic or a HD
Copper Lens. Copper Lens - This Hi Definition Copper coloured
lens will change from Cat1 pre dawn
or low light to dark Cat3 as the sun
intensifies and the UV increases.

$129.95

* Please note AUSENC are in a copyright format that is designed
to run on computers under a type approved software (For further
information, please call us or visit our store)*
AusENC is sold in range of packs at affordable prices
with coverage tailored to Australian, Papua New Guinea
and Solomon Islands domestic operations.1

$20.00

New Optimum Time
Sailing watches are now
for sale through Boat
Books. These stylish,
functional and hardy
watches are perfect for
the yachtie whether
racing or cruising.

Australian Charts

- Vessels navigating in Australia to meet SOLAS
Chapter V regulations (and AMSA regulations).
- Commercial vessels 12 metres or more in length.
- Recreational vessels to sail both inshore and offshore.

SA I LI NG WATCH E S
OPTIMUM TIME
SAILING WATCHES

$35.00

CHECK OUT THE BZ OPTICS
PHO RANGE OF ACTIVE EYEWEAR

$70.00

$350.00

SERIES 12

BZ OPTICS PHO
PHOTOCHROMIC BI FOCAL
LENS - WORLD’S FIRST

PORT PACKS

SUNPBI

Provide port/harbour coverage
including the approach ENC(s).

Lens will change from Clear Cat0 pre-dawn or low light
to Dark Cat2 as the sun intensifies and the UV increases.
Available with the magnification options of +1.50, +2.00
and +2.50. These are ideal for someone who normally
wears glasses to read things like: digital screens such
as bike computers, GPS’s, dashboards and boating
or biking instrumentation. Maps,
heart rate monitors, watches
and mobile phones.

COASTAL PACKS
Provide full scale coastal
coverage between major ports.

VOYAGER PACKS
Four Packs providing extensive ocean
coverage of Australia and PNG

$195.00

G1231

$395.00

New

TITLE

FREE 1300 BOAT BOOKS

AUS 5000, AUS 5001

WARWICK AND ROUSSEL 9144

- Objective/Diameter:
7X50

$50.00

STANDARD PAPER CHARTS

PERKINS 6890

200,000 MILES A LIFE OF ADVENTURE

BI NO CUL AR S

S UN G L ASS E S

READING THE CLOUDS

THE UNION-CASTLE LINE:
SAILING LIKE CLOCKWORK

$60.00

CH A R TS

B E S T S E LLE R S

BOATBOOKS@BOATBOOKS-AUST.COM.AU

REGISTER AND ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.BOATBOOKS-AUST.COM.AU

Includes a 3 row display for improved
communications and with large digits
on last minute of countdown. Now
rechargeable via a USB port.

$169.00

BOATBOOKSAUSTRALIA

$695.00

AUSTRALIA PACKS
Provides full coverage of Australian
waters and includes over 680 ENC cells.

FREE 1300 BOAT BOOKS

BOATBOOKS@BOATBOOKS-AUST.COM.AU

REGISTER AND ORDER ONLINE AT WWW.BOATBOOKS-AUST.COM.AU

CLOCKS AND BAROMETERS
ENDURANCE II - 105 SERIES

ENDURANCE II - 115 SERIES

ENDURANCE II - 135 SERIES

SERIES 105 = 3 1/5” DIAL
Brass or Chrome. Comes in Roman Numeral Clock,
Thermometer, Comfortmeter, Clock, Barometer.

SERIES 115 = 4” DIAL
Brass or Chrome. Comes in: Roman Numeral Clock,
Barometer/Thermometer, Comfortmeter, Clock,
Barometer, Time & Tide Clock.

SERIES 135 = 5” DIAL
Brass or Chrome. Comes in: Roman Numeral Clock,
Barometer/Thermometer, Comfortmeter, Clock, Barometer,
Roman Numeral Ship’s Dial Clock, Signal Flag Dial Clock,
Military Time Clock and Time and Tide Clock.

$295.00

$375.00

$395.00

PHONE ORDERS QUOTING A CREDIT CARD ARE EASY AND ALWAYS WELCOME.
PLEASE NOTE: Prices are those ruling at May 2019 and every endeavour is made to maintain these prices. However, variations must be expected in some instances.
SYDNEY

Boat Books
Ground Floor, 38 Oxley St,
St Leonards, NSW 2065

Phone (02) 9439 1133
Fax (02) 9439 8517
Email: boatbooks@boatbooks-aust.com.au

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR REGULAR E NEWSLETTER FOR ALL THE LATEST ON NEW BOOK TITLES.
When purchasing online click the newsletter option in your account page, if ordering by mail just fill in your email address
at the bottom of this form or if you phone in your order give your email details to our sales staff.
“PAYPAL” is also accepted on our website.
FOR SPECIALS CHECK FACEBOOK.COM/BOATBOOKS AUSTRALIA

CHECK OUT OUR BRAND NEW WEBSITE!
MAIL ORDER FORM
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$____________
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$____________
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$____________
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$____________

Postage *

$____________

Total

$____________
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No. _________________________________________________________
Amex I.D. ____________________________________________________
Signed. _____________________________________________________
Expiry Date. __________________________________________________
*Postage: Current Special $5 Flat Fee
Express postage from $15

Name ______________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________
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